
Recently announced versions 
of integrated step-down dc/dc

converters have eliminated the re-
quirement for a high-side current-sense
resistor by sampling the voltage drop
across an external, low-side, MOSFET
synchronous rectifier. This topology
eliminates the sense resistor’s cost and
pc-board-space requirement and also
provides a modest increase in circuit
efficiency. However, the MOSFET’s
highly temperature-dependent on-
resistance dominates the current-
limit value. Fortunately, certain newer
dc/dc converters, such as Maxim’s
MAX1714, allow external adjustment

of the current-limit threshold. The cir-
cuit in Figure 1 shows how a thermis-
tor applies temperature compensation
to the circuit’s output-current limit.

The MAX1714’s linear current-
limit (ILIM) input range at Pin 6 of IC1
spans 0.5 to 2V, which corresponds to
current-limit thresholds of 50 to 200
mV, respectively. For the default cur-
rent-limit setting, 100 mV, the circuit
imposes a 7.5A current limit at 25�C.
However, Figure 2 shows that the cur-
rent limit varies from 9A at �40�C 
to 6A at 85�C. To design the tempera-
ture-compensation network, begin by
breadboarding the circuit and using an

external power supply to vary the
MAX1714’s current-limit input volt-
age such that the output-current-limit
value remains constant. You repeat the

regardless of whether the microcon-
troller’s port pin goes high or low. VCC
may vary during operation but must
remain higher than 3V.

You can individually adjust the LEDs’
currents to equalize brightness or com-
pensate for a difference between the
microcontroller’s power-supply voltage

and the LED-driver circuit’s VCC.
Replace R2 with two resistors connect-
ed in series between Q1’s emitter and
D2’s anode. Connect the midpoint of
the two resistors to the LEDs.

With the microcontroller’s port pin
configured as an “input with pullup,”
the port delivers a small current to the
green LED. However, pullup-resistor

values of 22 k� or higher do not cause
misleading light output from LEDs in
the off-state. When the input signal
from the port pin floats—that is, with
VCC at 5V and the port configured as
an input with no pullup resistor—the
circuit draws no additional current, and
the quiescent current, which R1 deter-
mines, averages less than 100 �A.EDN
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Figure 1 A thermistor-resistor net-
work provides temperature com-
pensation for a dc/dc converter’s
current-limit input, ILIM.
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Figure 3 This circuit provides immunity to supply-voltage fluctuations and more
uniform LED brightness.

Figure 2 A zener-diode and resistor-
voltage divider exhibits sensitivity 
to supply-voltage variations and
allows LED brightness to vary.
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Thanks to its internal hysteresis,
the highly useful Schmitt-trigger

circuit accepts a low-slew-rate input sig-
nal and produces a clean, glitch-free
output transition. Unfortunately, user-
programmable logic devices, such as
CPLDs and FPGAs, generally offer no
direct method of synthesizing Schmitt-
trigger gates and buffers. This Design
Idea shows how a few external compo-
nents and some VHDL code can im-
plement a Schmitt trigger and put it to
work in several useful applications.

To create an equivalent of the basic
Schmitt-trigger buffer, you use two
external resistors to create positive
feedback around a buffer (Figure 1a
and b). You can also use four external
resistors to set two threshold levels
around an R-S flip-flop (Figure 1c).

The following equations, respectively,
describe the basic Schmitt trigger’s pos-
itive- and negative-threshold levels:

In these equations, VTH represents the
input-voltage threshold of the CPLD/
FPGA device, and VCC is its power-
supply voltage.

Based on the equivalent Schmitt-
trigger circuit in Figure 1b, the low-cost
resistance-capacitance oscillator in
Figure 2 requires four external passive
components. Resistor R and capacitor
C set the circuit’s oscillation frequency.
Note that the resistance values of R1

measurements at 10�C intervals over
the circuit’s operating-temperature
range.

To compensate for IC1’s temperature
variation, you can select from among
several possible resistor-thermistor-net-
work topologies. First, you need to select
a suitable thermistor and characterize 
its resistance-versus-temperature varia-
tion. Because the MAX1714’s current-
limit input pin feeds a relatively 
high input-impedance voltage-follower
stage, this thermistor requires a high
nominal resistance of 100 k�. Resis-
tance-versus-temperature characteris-
tics of inexpensive thermistors exhibit
considerable nonlinearity, but one rel-
atively simple approach to linearization
involves paralleling the thermistor
with a fixed resistor equal to the ther-
mistor’s nominal resistance (Reference
1). In the network of Figure 1, R1 lin-
earizes the thermistor, and R2 and R3,
respectively, set the slope and intercept
of the current-limit-voltage-versus-
temperature-characteristic curve.

To arrive at optimal values for R2 and
R3, we prepared a spreadsheet incorpo-

rating the original current-
limit-voltage-versus-tem-
perature data and added
columns for each of the net-
work’s resistors, plus the
thermistor specification
sheet’s resistance-versus-
temperature data. While
observing the circuit’s tem-
perature-versus-voltage
transfer function, we varied
the spreadsheet’s values for
R2 and R3 until the transfer
function best approxi-
mated the measured cur-
rent-limit-voltage-versus-
temperature data. Finally,
we constructed the circuit
and tested it over the temperature
range and noted that it yielded a rea-
sonably flat response.

The curvature of the corrected out-
put characteristic of Figure 2 (red
trace) is intrinsic to the thermistor.
Though not perfectly flat, the correct-
ed curve represents a great improve-
ment over the original (black trace)
and is sufficient to meet the original

design goal. You can achieve more pre-
cise compensation by selecting a dif-
ferent thermistor or by incorporating
multiple thermistors.EDN
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Figure 1 Use a portion of a pro-
grammable-logic device or gate
array to implement a Schmitt-trig-
ger buffer (a) by adding either two
(b) or four external resistors (c).
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Figure 2 Before (black trace) and after (red
trace) current-limit-versus-temperature charac-
teristics show the performance enhancement
that the circuit in Figure 1 provides.
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